Successful therapy of excoriated acne with Nd:YAG laser: a case report
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Introduction

Some girls and young women, as well as occasional male patients, are so distressed by what an outside observer perceives as minimal acne that they literally attack their lesions (1). The condition is referred to as excoriated acne, acne excoriata or acne excoriée (des jeunes filles). The clinical appearance is characterized by excoriated areas of inflammation with superficial crusting (2). The manipulation of lesions usually includes fingernails as well as a whole armamentarium of instruments (e.g., tweezers, scissors, nail files, pins, enlarging and illuminating mirrors, etc.). The manipulation produces far more visible skin lesions, slower healing, and more scarring than the natural course of the disease would.

Excoriated acne is believed to be a subtype of pathological skin picking with lesions generally limited to the face (3) in which the sufferer compulsively picks real or imagined acne lesions (4). Bodily focused anxiety or even body dysmorphic disorder can be associated with and participate in the pathophysiology of excoriated acne (3). The patients often complain of significant pruritus in the lesions (4).

There are no specific treatment guidelines for excoriated acne, and the condition is not mentioned as a separate entity in the current European or American guidelines on treatment of acne (5, 6). Throughout the literature, the psychological component of the disease is emphasized; however, there has been a report on allergy as a cause of itch and skin picking in a woman diagnosed with excoriated acne (3). The patients often complain of significant pruritus in the lesions (4).

If there are no evident acne lesions, some recommendations suggest only a careful and sensitive psychosocial approach to the patient with verbal, non-prescription-based treatment to somehow reassure the patient that she is able to stop picking (1). Laser can reduce scarring due to excoriated acne (13).

Case report

The patient was a 23-year-old female that presented with excoriated papules and shallow ulcers on the face (Figs. 1–3). She had been struggling for several years with mild facial acne, consisting predominantly of papules and comedos. She had tried an endless number of non-prescription measures against acne, including topical products and procedures performed by a facialist, including mild alpha-hydroxy acid peels. The patient had a meticulous skincare routine. Any minimal skin lesion bothered her endlessly and relief was only achieved by removing the lesion by squeezing it out or “cleaning” it with the fingers, tweezers, or some other instrument. She had also regularly used a magnifying mirror to spot any lesions.

The patient also had anorexia nervosa and weighed 37 kg (BMI 13.6). She was not menstruating; she had only had two periods in her life. She reported no other health issues. Otherwise, the patient was a very bright and intelligent university student, completely aware that her skin “cleaning” represented the cornerstone of her problem.

Upon her first visit, the patient was given sufficient time to discuss her condition and express her concerns. She was reassured that her condition was not understood as an act of deliberate self-harm, but as a consequence of the only thing that helped her alleviate her symptoms: “cleaning” her skin and removing the lesions. In no direct or indirect way was it suggested that her skin condition might be a purely psychological or even psychiatric issue, and she was reassured that we would do our best to help bring the breakouts of her facial lesions under control. The issue of her anorexia was not raised. However, she was informed clearly that any scratched or picked lesions take much longer to heal, and that in order to recover quickly she was supposed not to “clean” the lesions. She was advised to keep her magnifying mirror, ...
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Abstract

Excoriated acne is a difficult challenge in daily practice. Patients generally fail to follow the most important measure: not to “clean” and manipulate their lesions. Because the literature tends to emphasize the mental aspect of this condition, patients with excoriated acne may be quickly classified as psychosomatic or even psychiatric cases, and dermatologists may be overlooking opportunities to help. This report presents the case of a young woman with excoriated acne and anorexia nervosa, treated with a combination of 1,064 nm Nd:YAG laser, standard acne topical therapy, and a reassuring, non-judgmental approach. The therapy resulted in complete remission after 2 months, which has remained stable during 3 years of follow-up.
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scissors, and tweezers away. The patient was presented with all the possible therapeutic measures for mild to moderate acne, including topicals, laser, and systemic therapies. The patient chose to first try the topical therapy and laser.

She was prescribed azelaic acid cream bid and fusidic acid cream bid. In addition, we performed a series of therapies with a 1,064 nm Nd:YAG laser (SP Dynamis, Fotona, Slovenia). Every session included three full-face passes with the S11 scanner, 6 mm spot, 25 ms, 40–45 J/cm². During the procedure, the skin was cooled with a Zimmer Cryo 6 device. Six sessions were performed, one every 2 weeks. The first two sessions did not result in much visible improvement, but gradually the patient noticed that each session alleviated the existing lesions and reduced the severity of new outbreaks. After 2 months, the remission was complete with only a few residual hyperpigmentations, which eventually faded completely (Figs. 4–6).

The patient is still in remission after 3 years of follow-up. She returns to the office every 2 or 3 months for one session of laser therapy whenever she feels there is an emerging outbreak, and each session of laser therapy induces a 2- to 3-month remission. The patient continues to use azelaic acid cream daily.

Discussion

Excoriated acne is a notoriously difficult condition to treat. Even before the patient says her first word at the door, many dermatologists recognize the condition and may suspect that therapy would fail because the patient would be unable to follow the only necessary rule to improve the skin: do not scratch.

Journal publications on excoriated acne are few, and dermatological textbooks place much emphasis on the psychological component. In clinical practice, and particularly if the physical findings consist mainly of artifacts, patients with excoriated acne might be quickly classified as psychosomatic or even psychiatric cases. The patients generally do not perceive themselves as such, and they wander from one dermatologist to the other. In an extensive literature search, only one report was found urging dermatologists to consider and rule out a somatic problem in excoriated acne (7). Possible somatic issues might deserve more attention in excoriated acne in the future. However, in our patient, the clinical diagnosis of excoriated acne was based on physical findings of artifacts on the background of mild facial acne, and no diagnostic procedures were considered necessary.

Figs. 1-6 | (1-3) The patient before therapy. (4-6) The patient after five sessions of Nd:YAG laser therapy and 2 months of topical treatment with azelaic and fusidic acid.
With this case report, the author would like to emphasize two issues. First, a non-biased and non-judgmental approach to a patient with two difficult psychological issues (anorexia nervosa and excoriated acne) might have been one of the components of successful therapy. The patient was never criticized for her behavior or given patronizing advice; as a partner in the therapeutic process, she was fully provided with explanations of the mechanism of her condition.

Second, the Nd:YAG 1,064 nm laser therapy reduced and eventually completely prevented the appearance of primary inflammatory lesions. There are some reports of successful therapy of acne with this type of laser (14); however, this is the first report of successful therapy of excoriated acne with this type of laser therapy.
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